From Tunable DNA/Polymer Self-Assembly to Tailorable and Morphologically Pure Core-Shell Nanofibers.
In reported experimental studies, DNA/polymer self-assemblies are usually kinetically trapped, leading to the encapsulation and irregular collapse of DNA chains within the resultant assemblies. In striking contrast, eukaryotic cells use tetrasome-to-nucleosome pathways to escape possible kinetic trapping for the formation of well-defined 10 nm chromatin fibers. Here, we report a novel pathway for DNA and amphiphilic diblock copolymer self-assembly inspired by the tetrasome pathway with highly controllable kinetics. The polymer is an A- b-B diblock copolymer with a hydrophilic and noninteractive block A and a hydrophobic and interactive block B. Below the critical water content for the micellization, B blocks wrap the backbone of a DNA chain by weak electrostatic interactions to form a linear DNA/polymer complex. With a gradual increase in the water content, the diblock copolymer unimers in the bulk solution tend to aggregate on the linear DNA/polymer complex, which induces the originally wrapped DNA chain, to change its conformation to wrap around the polymer aggregate, guiding and tailoring the self-assembly. Highly controllable kinetics is achieved via the reduced DNA/polymer electrostatic interactions and the high dynamics of the polymer chains in the system. DNA/polymer self-assembly leads to tailorable and morphologically pure core-shell nanofibers. Compared to the DNA/micelle self-assembly pathway described in our previous study, the present self-assembly pathway exhibits advantages for the fabrication of flexible nanofibers with lengths in micrometers and the potential for unique applications in preparing not only 2D networks at extremely low percolation thresholds but also chemiresistors with large on/off current ratios.